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2013 Zombie Events Galore &
THE DIGITAL DEAD arrives...
regular Zombie walks and the UK Festival of
Zombie Culture, alongside tonnes of new
events including Zombie Runs and the
countries first Castle based Zombie event...
Perhaps one of the biggest pieces of news is a
massive project involving The Zombie Times,
Silent Studios and Haunted Magazine... They
are coming together to produce THE DIGITAL
DEAD, a new magazine available online that
covers everything zombie imaginable...

2013 is going to be Zombie-tastic!
There are massive events coming along all
across the country and the world, from the
long awaited World War Z appearing at the
cinema, to Dead Island Riptide getting us on
the edge of our seats wanting to smash the
brains out of more undead Holiday Makers...
In 2013 we have already seen the release of
Dominic Brunts Before Dawn... And later this
year there will be events galore including

More details are coming
soon, but the first issue is
due out in May and this is
going to be the start of
something beautiful... I.E.
The biggest, baddest
zombie resource ever
seen...
More details of THE
DIGITAL DEAD can be
found here on the
Facebook link below...

http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Digital-Dead/163016483848762

@ZombieEdUk

If you want more news at it happens
then please join the group:
www.facebook.com/2361831622
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Up and coming Zombie events
Just email us at ed@terror4fun.com to let us know about all your
zombie events from the UK and Abroad!!!
MARCH 2013
March 2nd, 2013. Durham Zombie Run by Skulltopia... 5km in Hamsterley Forest... More details in this issue…
March 2nd & 3rd, 2013. Zombie Filming for COMIC RELIEF in Birmingham. Find the FACEBOOK Group here...
http://www.facebook.com/events/387163904714168/
March 14th, 2013. Deadline to WIN a Zombie Wedding with DEAD ISLAND Riptide… More details in this issue…
March 14th, 2013. Darren Shan… Publication date for Zom-B City (Book Number 3) in Hard Back plus Zom-B paperback.
March 20th to 23rd, 2013. Asylum from 2.8 Hours Later debuts in Nottingham… More details in this issue...
APRIL 2013
April 1st, 2013. Childrens Zombie Run by Skulltopia... 2km in Chopwell woods... More details in this issue...
April 3rd, 2013. “ZOMBIE CASTLE” by Silent Studios, film premieres & the years ONLY Castle based Zombie event,
being held in Colchester… More details in this issue…
April 5th & 6th, 2013. "Zombie Earth" The most realistic City-Wide Zombie Chase Game, spreads to Leicester…
More details in this issue...
MAY 2013
May 2013. THE DIGITAL DEAD... Online Zombie Magazine to be Unleashed upon the world... Look on FACEBOOK!
May 11th & 12th, 2013. Zombie Weekend by Silent Studios. Will you be eaten or survive? Being held near Birmingham… More details in this issue…
May 11th, 2013. Zombie Run UK—Lincolnshire - Norton Disney to be precise… More details in this issue...
May 26th, 2013. Fest of Zombies by Skulltopia... Camping, Zombie Run, BBQ, etc... More details in this issue...
JUNE 2013
June 20th, 2013. Darren Shan… Publication date for Zom-B Angels (Book Number 4) HB plus Zom-B Underground paperback.
AUGUST 2013
August Bank Holiday Weekend. Frightfest, of course...
OCTOBER 2013
October 10th, 2013. Darren Shan… Publication date for Zom-B (Book Number 5) in Hard Back (title to be revealed) & Zom-B City in paperback.
October 19th, 2013. Zombie Run Barnsley, in aid of Barnsley Hospital Charity... More details in this issue…
October 26th, 2013. Zombiewalk in Glastonbury. More details Soon...
October 26th, 2013. Zombiewalk in Plymouth. More details Soon...
NOVEMBER 2013
November 16th, 2013. 7th UK Festival of Zombie Culture—Leicester... www.terror4fun.com

Win a signed copy of Dominic Brunts
awesome UK zombie film...

BEFORE DAWN
Simply tell us the date of the Leeds Zombie Film Festival 2013
and email this to sammy@terror4fun.com before April 21st,
2013 with the subject ‘BEFORE DAWN’
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The Zombie Times, February 2013
Hey there rotting ones,
It’s a new year and time for new fear... This year will see a bigger and better selection of zombie events
than ever before, the ones appearing in this issue are just the beginning, and if you can add to this list
with any of your own or ones that you know are missing then send them to us... We are trying to
gather the most comprehensive list of zombie events ever seen...
PLUS, the biggest zombie news in years, the world has been crying out for a zombie
only publication and soon THE digital dead will arrive, more news is on its way...
Tell us about your events and your zombie news and we will speak again soon if not
before… Enter the competitions, tell your friends and spread the word that Zombies
are alive and kicking… See you soon, more than 14,000 subscribers can’t be wrong!

Keep on rotting in the Free World,
Zombie Ed and the Terror4
Terror4fun Team
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Zombie Virus hits Lincolnshire
Emma Hanlon, Operations Manager commented, ‘It’s a
fantastic day and we take the theatrics extremely seriously, this is the most fun you can have at a zombie
apocalypse. It attracts experienced racers and first time
runners looking for something fun. There is no better
motivation for a run than looking over your shoulder
and seeing a horde of zombies!’
If you do not feel up to running 5km and battling the
un-dead, see the website as there are plenty of opportunities to sign up as a zombie or to be a race day volunteer. The apocalypse has landed!
That’s right zombie lovers… Zombie Run UK is back,
bigger, better and Zombier than before. Zombie Run Website: www.zombierunuk.com
UK, which puts runners through 12 gruelling obstacles, 5 Facebook: www.facebook.com/ZombieRunUK
kilometres of off-road terrain and a horde of the living Twitter: @ZombieRunUK
dead hits Lincolnshire once again. Following the success
of their last event, Zombie Run UK have announced
details of their next Lincolnshire race on Saturday, 11
May, 2013 at Oakhill Leisure, Norton Disney, LN6 9QG.
Each racer is given three life tags attached to a belt
around their waist, losing all three signifies the runner
has been eaten alive by the ravenous zombies. The
course is a 5km mixture of fields and woodlands littered with obstacles that the racer must navigate
through.

North Easts Only Zombie Runs...
Skulltopia Events presents Zombie Runs within the idyllic Derwent Valley and Northumberland Countryside.
Incorporating a 5km obstacle run, like none before it.
Untimed and led by a crack team of militia (the zombie killing A Team) you will be tested to your limits.

THINK YOUR HARD ENOUGH???
The scenario is simple. The world is overrun by flesh
eating blood thirsty undead & you are challenged to
reach the safe zone alive and intact. The militia will
guide you they are good but need your support.
You have three lives in the form of tags attached to a
belt lose these and your out of the game, the zombies

mission is to take these lives. During the run you will
come across various obstacles that need to be negotiated utilising team building and survival techniques.
Get to the safe zone and you will receive a medal and
a T shirt plus your own sense of smug satisfaction that
you have survived the zombie apocalypse.
You will obviously be exhausted both emotionally and
physically at the end we will provide comfort & a hug.

This group runs a lot of zombie runs, so
check out more details on their site...
http://www.skulltopia-events.co.uk/
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“Shock

Horror
goes digital!

Shock Horror Magazine is now available as a digital download
that readers can transfer onto their iPad, iPhone or just read
from their PC or Laptop. Shock Horror Magazine will remain a
printed publication, however as an evolving magazine we
wanted to be able to offer our readers every available option
to be able to read us across all platforms.

For more information check out our website:
www.shockhorrormagazine.com

Zombie up for charity
What is more amazing than a zombie on a
mountain? A Zombie Toby on a mountain...for
charity! In August Toby will be climbing Mount
Kilimanjaro, the tallest free standing mountain in
the world, to raise money for ChildReach International. At the summit he will get zombied-up, to
be the highest zombie in the world!
ChildReach International are an amazing charity
that contributes to their amazing work helping
children in developing countries to reach their full
potential by improving health, education, and
child rights and protection. For example renovations were carried out in a primary school in Uru,
including the rebuilding of the roof, installing a
floor, private latrines, water storage tanks, clean
water taps, and a basic kitchen. The children and
staff were also educated in the importance of
hand washing and the cost of one meal a day
was covered.
This has reduced disease and famine, improved
health and concentration, and attendance has
shot up from below 40% to 90%!
So to see a zombie conquer Kilimanjaro, and test
whether zombies can survive cold climates, please
support in any way you can have set myself a
target of raising £3,000 to help children like
these, and I am hugely grateful for every penny
donated.

Donate here:
https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/zombietoby
ChildReach International reg. charity 1132203

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
13,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Free gore-some zombie gaming
quarantined city roaming with walking dead. With
civilization in chaos you must fight to survive scavenging stores, fighting off the zombies and co-operate with
fellow players to escape the city.
This MMORPG featuring enriched RPG elements, including missions, advanced combat, perks, so you can
experience survival horror gameplay and test your post
-apocalyptic survival skills and the game contains more
than 8000 locations on 3 maps, 500 weapons and 150
zombie types.
Zombie Pandemic is a free to play browser based
game. Experience a survival horror MMO with
thousands of other players. Join the fight against
the walking dead by signing up now!
Zombie Pandemic is a free to play browser games
zombie MMORPG. As a player you are trapped in a

No installation required and its free registration and
free to play. Be part of a story which unfolds as thousands of players interact. Socialize, cooperate or compete with thousands of other real players

http://www.zombiepandemic.com/

www.zombieshop.co.uk
GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
13,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Zombie chase game
Brings the dead to Leicester
"Zombie Earth" - The most realistic City-Wide Zombie Chase Game,
spreading to Leicester on Friday April 5th and Saturday April 6th.
For more info or to buy online, go to www.zombieearth.co.uk or to
join the infection by finding us on: FaceBook, Twitter and YouTube
by searching Zombie Earth UK. Survive the apocalypse or join the
undead!

Does it get any stranger???

Win a zombie wedding!
Deep Silver announced that it is extending the closing date for applications for the Dead Island Riptide
zombie wedding to 14 March 2013.
In return for becoming the official Dead Island Riptide zombie couple, Deep Silver will host a Dead Island Riptide-themed zombie wedding ceremony
and send the winning undead couple on a luxury
Caribbean honeymoon.
Deep Silver has been overwhelmed by the entries
from engaged couples looking to be zombified for a
Dead Island twist on a traditional beach wedding
ceremony. Standout entries so far include Emma
and Ivor who filmed a mini-zombie apocalypse: a
slideshow charting the long-distance undead
relationship of Megan and Jason and an audition
featuring some hilarious blood-swallowing outtakes
from Harri and James
Applicants are encouraged to post a message or
record a short video message to YouTube explaining
why they are the ideal undead candidates for the
ceremony, and to share the link via the official page
which is …

A panel from Deep
Silver will then review
all applications and
contact a shortlist of
candidates to see if they
have what it takes for
the ultimate undead
accolade.
The new closing date for
applications is 14th
March 2013, with the
winning couple being
announced at the
beginning of April. So
just to recap, here's you chance for a zombie wedding, so if you were in the Caribbean and some
devotee of Baron Samedi has ripped out your heart
before the wedding, this should be a walk in the
park for you to win.
Gamers will be able to take on the zombie hordes
once again when Dead Island Riptide is published by
Deep Silver in UK on 26 April 2013 for the
PlayStation®3 , for the Xbox 360® & Windows PC.

Zombie Wedding page on Facebook

Three Men... One Mission... Need Help with HORROR ???
http://www.darkwatersentertainment.com/
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Zombi u made me scared of the dark!!!
But don't fret my friends all is not lost, upon your untimely gruesome death you are reborn as a new Joe or
Jayne Everyman with a random appearance and job,
so you can be Carlos Backbreaker amateur wrestler
one minute and Tracy Pennypiss the benefit scrounging
single mom the next. You have so much invested in
whoever you're playing that you can't help but let out
an audible scream (waking your child and scaring the
crap out of your wife).

ZombiU Review
By Jim ‘I’m a BadMan’ Kent
Many moons ago the term "survival horror" would fill
me with the sort of trouser tightening excitement now
only reserved for the likes of the Elder Scrolls games
and cake. But the term has been banded around all
too often of late. Now it seems to qualify for the title all
you have to be is a mediocre shooter with a crudely
constructed Halloween mask gaffer taped to the front
of it. Add in the occasional cheap jump scare and
boom you got yourself a modern day survival horror...
But fear not true survival horror fans the drought is
over. With a new generation of consoles comes a new
champion, ZombiU for the wii U.
Now in order to fully appreciate this game you must
ask yourself one very important question, do you like
being bossed around by an angry northerner? You do,
excellent then you're in for a treat over the next 8 - 10
hours of sphincter twitching game play.

The control system utilising the wii U game pad works
amazingly well. The pad serves as your map, inventory
and zombie killing tool. Now when it comes to killing
the undead it's not just a case of pointing your assault
rifle at a zombie and watch it explode, you have to
make each and every bullet count by pulling off head
shots and stoving in skulls with your trusty cricket bat.
And you'll be doing that a lot and it's satisfyingly visceral, your character grunts with every swing, I swear I
even heard my guy chuckle as he was doing it.
So in short this game totally lives up to the hype, the
only time I heard anything negative about it was when
it was compared to Call of Duty. And it shouldn't be,
it's nothing like that. It is a true survival horror game,
you are literally on the edge of your seat from start to
finish. So the only two negative points I can make
about ZombiU are: One - it will show you how long you
will actually survive in a real zombie apocalypse, which
won't be very long at all (you will die a lot). And Two this game is so intense it may actually shorten your
life...

I give this game

8.5 Severed Zombie Heads out of 10
and it gets Jim Kent's
Zombie Slayer Seal of approval!

You start this harrowing first person adventure as Joe
Everyman, just an ordinary bloke on the streets of London when you're contacted by a Jack Duckworth imposter otherwise known as the "Prepper" and he sends
you out on various errands for weapons and supplies
to the zombie filled streets of London. Now this is when
things get a little different, unlike some other "survival
horror" games just one bite from one of the flesh
munchers in zombi U will kill you!

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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public services they promised. The new, darker narrative of Asylum reflects the social impact of the last four
years of austerity and recession, as poverty and hopelessness become chronic.
Slingshot co-founder and director, Simon Evans, said:
“We felt it was the right time to give the game an overhaul. On one level, we’ve had to introduce new safety
features and so wanted to re-design the fear factor to
counter that. But we also wanted to address the
deeper economic and political crisis the country is facing. The zombie apocalypse was inspired by a return to
Tory cuts and the misery they brought. Now we’re almost four years on and we’re still in recession. The zombie infection is the recession, and the culpability, corruption, greed and violence it engenders is the world we
live in now.”
The introduction of Asylum comes as zombies are hitting the headlines in 2013 with the imminent release of
Award-winning game designers, Slingshot, are marking World War Z as well as other zombie films, Warm Bodthe year of the zombie by announcing the launch of
ies and RIPD, and the increasing interest in the genre,
‘Asylum’, the next chapter in their smash hit urban
illustrated by the rise of other zombie-related pastimes,
chase game, 2.8 Hours Later.
such as fitness classes.
The game, now in its fourth year, has a new story, char- The national tour, which starts out in Nottingham, will
acters and game structure as it embarks on its second
also take in Birmingham, Glasgow, Manchester and
national tour of the UK in Nottingham next month. 2.8 Liverpool at the rate of a new city each month. There
Hours Later, which has been played by more than
are plans to tour wider in the UK later this year and
20,000 people since its launch in 2010, now includes
also to take the game to the USA, the birthplace of
multiple threats and a darker tone to reflect year five street game festivals, in 2014.
of the UK recession.
2.8 Hours Later ‘Asylum’ will debut in Nottingham
In addition, Slingshot will be deploying for the first time
from
March 20 – 23 from 7pm. Tickets cost £24 - £30
their prototype bio-sensing technology, to measure the
each
and
are available, along with the full list of locaimpact the game has on players, enabling the team to
tions
and
dates, from the 2.8 Hours Later website,
draw up fear maps that will aid game design and
http://2.8hourslater.com/
route planning.
In 2.8 Hours Later ‘Asylum’, the infection is at pandemic
stage and UK cities are on lock down, isolated by the
Government from the zombie-infected badlands
around them. When these measures fail, the authorities
abandon the city, and the once safe zone becomes a
prison, overrun with zombies, vigilantes and scavengers.
In Asylum, it’s not just the zombies who are out to get
you. The Government is trying to kill off the infected,
which introduces some tough choices for players. If your
nearest and dearest get bitten, do you hand them over,
or do you try to protect them? Then there are bounty
hunters and vigilantes on the lookout for anyone who
shows signs of infection. These new threats engage players on a deeper emotional level, forcing them to question who the real monsters are in the post-apocalyptic
scenario.
The first iteration of 2.8 Hours Later, in 2010, reflected
on the profound social changes brought by of the formation of the coalition government and the cuts in
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Why zombies?
An EXCLUSIVE interview with...…… Darren Shan...
Darren Shan is an extremely talented, prolific
author, whose work appears all over every book
shop you enter. His work includes the Darren Shan
Books, Cirque Du Freak and he is currently in the
process of writing a 12 book series, about zombies
called ZOM—B. We caught up with him for an
exclusive chat about our first love and yours…
The LIVING DEAD… We talked to him about his
books, choosing zombies and what will make his
books stand out from the horde...

What can you
tell us about
the ZOM-B
series of books?
Zom-B is a twelve
book series about
a teenager called
B Smith who gets
trapped by
zombies at school
on the day when
they surge to the
fore all over the
world. In the
second book, Zom
-B Underground,
B and a group of
other teenagers
are held captive
in an underground military complex by soldiers
and scientists who are conducting some very covert
experiments. Later books will follow B through the
streets of a zombie-ravaged London, as we start to
discover where the walking dead have come from,
why they are at large now, and who is behind the
atrocities.

Why did you chose to write Zombie books
rather than any other type?
I wanted to write a book that dealt with racism

and the abuse of power, a book that would
comment on the political shape of the world
post-9/11 and the 7/7 bombings in London. But I
wanted it to also be an exciting, action-packed
tale. I felt that zombies could serve as the ultimate
weapon for power-hungry despots who want to
gain control of the world and bring the masses to
their knees. I also felt that they could help
highlight the ugliness and fearsomeness of such
manipulative individuals, since despite the fact
that they are
brain-munching
monsters, they are
nowhere near as
dangerous or
despicable as
those who have
set them loose on
the world.

What makes
your books
different to the
others in the
genre?
I've come at
zombies in my
own way, and
have tried to take
them in a whole new direction. Yes, we have the
"traditional" zombies, brain-dead, brainmunching, human-chasing monsters. But we also
have a small percentage of
zombies who
Darren...
have been
ive
ur grab to surv
created to
What would yo Apocalypse?
regain their
in the Zombie
ttocks
ould be my bu
consciousness,
All I'd grab w
ss my
d over and ki
who can think
-- then I'd ben
!!!
arse goodbye!
as they did in

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:
http://4d4films.com/films/in-the-event-of-a-zombie-attack/
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life -- but who still need to eat brains to survive. I
wanted to explore the
horror of what it would be like to be a complete,
morally irredeemable monster, and to be aware of
the fact. I've also added other forces to the mix,
such as a nightmarish clown who adorns his clothes
with human faces and guts, skin-peeling mutants,
and some VERY eerie red-eyed babies...

Finally, what is your earliest recollection of
zombies… and how old were you?
Well, I saw I Walked With A Zombie (1943) when I was
a child -- I liked it, though I didn't appreciate it as
much as I did when I saw it as an adult. But I saw my
first "real" zombie films when I was 14 or 15, films like
Night of the Living Dead and Return of the Living
Dead which was my favourite at that time.

Thanks Darren and Hope all stays on track
with the rest of the ZOM—B Books...

For details of Darren’s whereabouts
www.darrenshan.com!
Follow Darren on Facebook & Twitter, and visit
www.Zom-B.co.uk for the latest Zom-B news.

Darren Shan, Mmmm,
Where do I know that name from?
As soon as you hear the name you think, I know that person, if you’re not a fan (you soon will
be) then as soon as you enter any bookshop you find his name staring proudly back at you...
Darren Shan's real name is Darren O’Shaughnessy. Although he is Irish, he was born on July 2, 1972, in St. Thomas’
Hospital, London. At the age of six, he moved to Limerick in Ireland, with his parents and younger brother, and
has lived there ever since.
Although Darren always wanted to be a writer, it was only in his teenage years that he began writing in his
spare time for fun. He bought his first typewriter when he was 14, and never looked back, knocking out loads of
short stories and comic scripts, and making false starts on several books, which he never completed.
Darren was 17 when he finished his first novel. Although it was never published, he relished the writing experience, and found himself focusing more on novels in the coming years, leaving behind the short-story format.
In January 2000 Darren's first children’s book, "Cirque du Freak", which he’d written as a fun side-project, was
published. The first book in a series titled "The Saga of Darren Shan" (or "Cirque du Freak" as it’s known in America), it attracted rave reviews and an ever-growing army of fans hungry to learn more about vampires which
were quite unlike any that anyone had ever seen before!
By the start of 2012, Shan’s books were on sale in every continent, in 39 countries, in 31 languages, and have been
children’s bestsellers in America, Britain, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway and other countries. The books have
topped adult bestseller charts in Hungary, Japan and Taiwan. In total, Shan’s
books have sold more than 20 million copies worldwide!!!!
Darren...
What are your to
p 3 favourite
Darren is currently writing the twelve book series called
Zombie Films of
all time?
Dawn of the Dea
"Zom-B” with a new book due out every 3 months!
d (1978)
Return of the Li
ving Dead (1985)
Rec. (2007)
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The ZOM B books are coming
Publishing details for the series are:
•
•
•
•

•

29th September, 2012 - Zom-B was
published, the first book in the series.
3rd January, 2013 – Zom-B Underground
(2) in Hardback
14th March, 2013 – Zom-B City (3) in
Hardback plus Zom-B in paperback
20th June, 2013 – Zom-B Angels (4) in
Hardback plus Zom-B Underground in
paperback.
10th October, 2013 – Zom-B (5) in Hardback (title to be revealed) & Zom-B
City (3) in paperback

Barnsley— in October... Run...
The outbreak is at it's peak,
the virus spread the world over,
and now it’s coming for you!
Zombie Run is a charity event
with a difference, you will be
helping save peoples lives, by
running for yours! A 5k course
littered with obstacles including
hoardes of the living dead!
Each runner will be awarded a
utility belt at the start with 3
lives attached, get to the end
of the course with at least 1 intact and you have survived the
apocalypse...if not, welcome to
the world of the undead!

Barnsley Hospital Charity funds care that goes above
and beyond and every penny raised makes a real difference. Saving lives, Developing new treatments, Providing state of the art facilities & Giving support to
those who need it most.
This event has been made possible by the support and
collaboration of some wonderful people like: Zombie
Run UK, Safehouse Pictures, Barnsley Council &
Worsbrough Mill and Country Park

Registration
Save money, register as early as possible… Here are the
important dates
£22.00 + £0.90 (booking fee) Until 19th June 2013
£25.00 + £0.90 (booking fee) Until 19th August 2013
£30.00 + £0.90 (booking fee) Until 19th October 2013
All funds raised from this event will support the work of Groups of 4+ receive a 10% Discount. Groups of 10+
please contact the team for special rates.
Barnsley Hospital Charity. All runners will be required
Facebook: Zombie Run Barnsley – October 2013
to pay a registration fee and will also be asked to raise
Twitter: @zombierunbsly
sponsorship for the unique challenge they are about to
Web: www.zombierunbarnsley.co.uk
undertake. This will allow us to raise maximum funds
for this fantastic cause.
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you can still win walking dead merch online!
The Walking Dead money box and it will keep any weak-stomached looters from plundering
your stockpile. http://www.diamondselecttoys.com/ Those creators of magic at Gentle Giant
have created something that every boy will want!!! Yes ,its the The Walking Dead army men.
See some more ‘must haves' at: http://www.gentlegiantltd.com/default.asp

Find the competitions details at
http://www.terror4fun.com/zombie_competitions.html
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200 years of pride &and prejudice
(and zombies)
2013 is the 200th anniversary of Pride and Prejudice
and there’s a reason to celebrate… Good things
come in threes and you can win the Pride & Prejudice & Zombies Trilogy as part of the festivities…

quiet English village of Meryton-and the dead are returning to life! Feisty heroine Elizabeth Bennet is determined to wipe out the zombie menace, but she’s soon
distracted by the arrival of the haughty and arrogant
Mr. Darcy. What ensues is a delightful comedy of manners with plenty of civilized sparring between the two
young lovers-and even more violent sparring on the
blood-soaked battlefield as Elizabeth wages war
against hordes of flesh-eating undead.

Dawn of The Dreadfuls features the origins of the
Bennets and a whole pile of Zombies… But how did
Elizabeth learn to become a zombie slayer? And where
did all of the zombies come from? As our story opens,
the Bennet sisters are enjoying a peaceful life in the
English countryside. Suddenly corpses are springing
from the soft earth—and only one family can stop
them. As the bodies pile up, we watch Elizabeth Bennet evolve from a naïve young teenager into a savage
slayer of the undead. We laugh as she begins her first
clumsy training with nunchucks and katana swords,
and cry when her first blush with romance goes tragically awry. Through it all, of course, readers will be
treated to scene after scene of absurd zombie carnage.
Dreadfully Ever After… Our story opens four years
after the terrifying events of Pride and Prejudice and
Zombies. Our hero and heroine, Elizabeth and FitzwilAward winning authors have created the awesome first liam Darcey, spend their days defending Mryton from
instalment that created the ‘mash-up’ genre single
the scourge of unmentionables infesting the fair land,
handedly, then following on the prequel to PP&Z,
whilst the ever-meddling Mrs Bennet is most anxious for
there’s Dawn of the Dreadfuls, with all of the origins of them to settle down – and produce an heir. But all
both the Bennets ninja skills and the arrival of the zom- changes for the worst when Fitzwilliam is nipped by a
bies and then there is the final and terrifying finale to
dreadful in battle! Elizabeth is distraught, knowing the
the whole series, where love is tested to its ultimate lim- proper course of action is to behead her husband. But
its and we find out the answer to the ultimate quesrumours of a miracle cure reach her ears, and she realtion… Should you behead and burn an infected loved
izes that in London there may be one last chance to
one? There is none stop Zombie Action in this Regency save her one true love. A fitting finale to the trilogy
set trilogy of novels and to win them all , you simply
that pioneered the mash-up genre!
have to answer this…

Pride and Prejudice and Zombies features the
original text of Jane Austen’s beloved novel, with allnew scenes of bone-crunching zombie action. As our
story opens, a mysterious plague has fallen upon the

Competition Time
To win a copy of ALL 3 books then check out the
comps inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:
http://4d4films.com/films/in-the-event-of-a-zombie-attack/
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Introduce the
The
Very Hungry Zombie
By Michael Teitelbaum
Yes, you have seen this correctly, and if the image
accompanying this article makes you think of
you childhoods favourite book or even one you
have been reading to a small relative or friend
recently then it is time to reach for that PC…

Bad Zombie Movie!
(I Love Reading Phonics Level 6)
By Lucy M. George

In this dead-on parody of a children’s classic, a very
hungry zombie eats his way through a variety of his
favourite foods, including clowns, astronauts, rock
stars, fingers, and brains. With vivid, playful art and
amusing text, The Very Hungry Zombie will appeal
to picture-book lovers of all ages. Adults will catch its
slightly demented humour. Older kids who grew up
on classic board books will love the fun of the parody.
And because the art leans toward humour rather
than truly graphic grossness, a new generation of little ones may just grow up loving a creepy zombie
whose gluttony earns him a bellyache. Beware! This
equal opportunity ghoulish gourmand would just
love to have you for dinner! 32 colour illustrations.

Children and the Undead can mix! Normally the
world of Zombie Books is governed by body-count,
isolation and survival, but not NOW!!! Lights,
camera, action! Everything is ready on the set of Bad
Zombie Movie...but Zombie would rather make
friends than attack! Bad Zombie Movie! is one of a
fantastic new fiction reading series for children aged
5+ that combines structured phonic progression with
great artwork and fun stories.
Devised with the help of an expert consultant, it is
sure to enable children to achieve reading success.
Specially created for use by both parents and teachers, I Love Reading Phonics is a dedicated, comprehensive reading scheme based on Synthetic Phonics,
giving plenty of practice in all the sounds of the English language.

Available now from Amazon and other
good e-tailers and retailers.

Available now from Amazon and other
good e-tailers and retailers.

Competition Time

Competition Time

To win this book then check out the comps inside the
back cover of this Zombie Times.

To win a copy of this Book then check out the comps
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
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Free Taster of Zombie Fiction
by Archer Garrett
There’s no such thing as free lunch but now you can a free munch at least. Archer Garrett
Author of Speculative and Dystopian Fiction, including the Western Front (tWF) Series
amongst others has got some chapters for you to devour on his website from his newest
book, and of course it’s about zombies and it’s called “The Blighted.”
Now available: http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00B0MIZB8
FREE chapters are available here: http://acotwf.blogspot.com/p/the-blighted_16.html

Dan O'Bannon's Guide to Screenplay Structure
Yes, this may not be the snappiest or most
zombie based title we have ever featured in
the Zombie Times, but Dan O’Bannon is
owed a massive debt by fans of the zombie
genre for gifting us with one of the most
stand out pieces of zombie cinema… Love it
or hate it Return of the Living Dead is
beautiful and accessible and one of the first
films people mention when zombie films are
mentioned…. So if you are thinking of
creating any kind of film, wouldn’t help
from Dan be invaluable?
For lovers of science-fiction and horror
cinema, Dan O'Bannon is a name that
needs no introduction. He is the screenwriter responsible
for such timeless genre classics as DARK STAR, ALIEN,
TOTAL RECALL and THE RETURN OF THE LIVING
DEAD, which he also directed. His films have grossed
over a billion dollars worldwide, and his work has been
immortalized in the Library of Congress's National Film
Registry. Dan passed away in 2009, but his method for
crafting his masterpieces lives on in his new book DAN
O'BANNON'S GUIDE TO SCREENPLAY STRUCTURE.
The book, co-authored by Matt R. Lohr, discusses such
topics as:
* The “fight-based” approach to creating your conflict:
Learn why a conflict understood from only one fighter's
side is no kind of fight at all!
* The three types of conflict: Man versus man, the nonhuman, and himself
*What is the Point of No Return, and why do you have
basically no story without it?
* How to know when too much character might be

getting in the way of your story
* How to (and how not to) use twists to
strengthen the thrust of your story
* Hedonic adaptation, and why you
can't tell an exciting story without it
The book includes twelve structural
analyses of scripts great (PSYCHO),
challenging (LAWRENCE OF ARABIA)
and frankly problematic (DUMB &
DUMBER).
Dan O'Bannon believed that the
qualities inherent in a good writer were
innate, something that couldn't be
learned. Dan O'Bannon's Guide to Screenplay Structure
is NOT a book on how to be a good writer. But proper
structure can be understood and applied in a manner
that makes any screenplay, regardless of its literary
qualities, “work” as a story. This book is a chance for
writers facing structural problems to learn the tools and
tricks that a master screenwriter used to create films
that will endure for as long as people care about thrills,
excitement, and things that go bump in the night...or in
the blackness of space.
Available from Amazon & good retailers & e-tailers…

Twitter: @DanOBannonBook

Competition Time
To win a copy of this book then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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Strange Zombies,
Part 22...
Why is paul from
haunted magazine
eating
zombie sonYa? Fuck
Knows?
Send us more pics of yo
ur strange
zombies, we need to see
them and
we need to see them N
OW!!!
Every zombie shamblin
g strangely is
better for everyone, per
haps...

Haunted: - After Dark digital Horror

Our aim is to bring back alternativeism from heading
into mainstream monotomy. People say alternative is
the new normal. Why??? Alternative should remain
alternative but should be accepted for what it is, that's
the difference. Our love of the paranormal and horror
saw us produce Haunted Digital Magazine, a fun and
fresh take on all things scary and spooky. Whilst we
were designing this we were getting a lot of interest
from horror themed photographers, models and makeup artists keen to showcase their work. We didn't think
that a feature on a 14 yr old ghosthunter would sit right
next to a photo pictorial feature on lesbian vampires so
Haunted: After Dark was born and created (fanfare
please!).
We are keen to put alternative and bizarre back to
where it belongs and add extreme horror, blood, gore,
sex, drugs and rock-n-roll into the mix.
We had originally planned for this to go into Apple's
iTunes Newsstand. However, they deemed the material
to be too strong for their traditional content, so we

have to deliver this bad baby ourselves(!), even though
we state it's an over 18 magazine. It's available as a
Windows PC-Flipbook or a multi-platform PDF and
the trial price is just £1.99, no postage. And for Apple
users disappointed at the fact that you won't be seeing
this on your virtual newsstand, do not worry, as we are
giving you instructions on how to install it onto your
iPhone, iPad and iPod - and it's just as easy for Android
owners (Dropbox - makes life so much easier).
As we said, this magazine is suitable for R17 US and 18 in
the UK. If you are not 17/18 and over - just FUCK OFF!
It's not for you. If you are under that age purchasing
the magazine, Haunted: After Dark has no liability for
any psychological issues caused by this.
http://www.hauntedafterdark.com/
And we're also after content, as bizarre as you
want, horror, burlesque, fetish, erotica... from
writers, photographers, models and make-up
artists. We want to show off your work.
Please do get in touch with
paul@hauntedmagazine.co.uk.

Win a signed copy of Dominic Brunts
awesome UK zombie film...

BEFORE DAWN
Simply tell us the date of the Leeds Zombie Film Festival 2013
and email this to sammy@terror4fun.com before April 21st,
2013 with the subject ‘BEFORE DAWN’
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Blood Brains and Bullets
by Sean Liebling
A near future vision of a
Zombie Apocalypse
involving a man and his
dedication to ensuring his
children and community
survive while trying to
maintain order and
structure within America.
The world has come to an
end after the super flu
spreads globally and
emergency vaccines have
been tampered with by
shadow government forces.
Now nuclear conflagration
rages across the middle east while zombies comprise
most of those left, with humanity bringing in a distant
5% or less.

This series will make you laugh hysterically at Jay's
antics and those of a few others while crying like a
baby, as it does depict real life tragedy and situations.
It will also make you cheer when and if the forces of
good triumph over those of evil. Written with the help
of a Doctor and Psychologist and survivalist friends of
all stripes the things you will read inside are what really
happen in an endgame situation with a comedic spin
to it.

Blood, Brains and Bullets is book 1 of the new Blood,
Brains and Bullets series and starts the day of the
outbreak and continues through the first 7 full days
after it's apocalyptic climax.

Amazon Link:
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00AVLL5XE

Jay has started his daily routine as a single father of
three when the news hits of massive deaths then
reanimations from the vaccine distributed by the
government to combat the super flu that was sweeping
the globe. It's irritating because its interrupted Jay's
normal comedic attempts at nailing every sweet piece
of ass in the area. Being a survivalist means he simply
has a lot of 'stuff' as you can never have too much and
before he can even take shelter in his homemade
retreat to ride it out friends start showing up needing
his help and before he knows it he's forced into the
unenviable position of assuming leadership over the
community, or what's left of it and fighting on multiple
fronts against the forces of the evil undead, marauders
and assassin's of the secret shadow government with a
secret Eugenics New World Order Plan. Of course that
plan of theirs doesn't include him and his, so this Marine
does what all Marines do best. He kicks ass without
bothering to take names. Of course along the way he
happens to fall into the clutches of a girl or three.
Women can be very demanding.

This book is a testament to what Good Men can do
when Doing Nothing simply isn't an option! The trick
you see, is to act quickly and decisively. And being a
Marine helps also of course!
Selling just over 4,000 copies in its first month on
Amazon and going strong. Book 2: in the Series Legacy
of the Living should be out before March 1st, 2013.

Author Website:
http://seanliebling.com/
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Zombies of Byzantium By Sean Munger
The dead have been alive for centuries in this historic tale of madness zombies
and then even more zombies… Well worth checking out for something a little
different to your normal zombie fare.
It’s the 8th century A.D., and the Byzantine Empire has got problems. A ruthless
schemer has just overthrown the emperor and taken the crown for himself. The Saracen army is attacking Constantinople. Only one thing could make these problems look
petty by comparison: an invasion of undead, flesh-eating zombies.
One young monk has witnessed the horror of the zombies and lived to tell the tale.
When the new emperor hears of the danger, he hatches a wild plan. He puts the
young monk in charge of creating an army of zombies to defeat the invaders. But it’s
not that easy to control the living dead…

Competition Time
To win a copy of this No
vel then check out the
comp
inside the back cover
of this Zombie Times.

Available now on Amazon and
other good
e-tailers and retailers.

DEADBEATS
Zombies, gangsters and all that jazz
On the run from the mob, a trio of 1920s Chicago jazz musicians take a job
from an elderly reverend, playing for what they think is his wife’s funeral in the
backwoods of Illinois.
Unfortunately, the funeral is actually an elaborate cult ritual to raise the spirit
of an evil sorcerer who wastes no time in raising the dead and terrorizing the
innocent townsfolk.
With monsters, moonshiners and mobsters in hot pursuit, the friends draw upon
their various talents to stop this evil, save the townspeople and escape with
their lives before this becomes their farewell gig.
Deadbeats is a darkly engaging drama that hits the high notes of horror to
create a visual melody of the macabre where our musicians dodge mobster
bullets and zombie bites. It brings together writers Chad Fifer and Chris Lackey
with prolific artist I.N.J Culbard who has illustrated many of the H.P. Lovecraft
adaptations for SelfMadeHero and will appeal to horror fans and graphic novel
readers alike.

Web: selfmadehero.com
Twitter: @selfmadehero
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RESIDENT EVIL: RETRIBUTION
alice is back in tighter clothes...
Alice is back! Milla
Jovovich returns in
the action-packed
and adrenaline
charged RESIDENT

EVIL: RETRIBUTION, smashing
onto Blu-ray3D,
Blu-ray and DVD
with UltraViolet
from Sony Pictures
Home Entertainment. Jovovich reprises her role as
Alice, Earth’s last
hope, as the Umbrella Corporation
continues to control
the population by
transforming humans into flesh-eating undead. In this
fifth instalment of the multi-million dollar franchise,
Alice is captured by the Umbrella Corporation and,
with the help of her friends, must escape to save the
human race. The film also stars Michelle Rodriguez, Sienna Guillory, Kevin Durand and Boris Kodjoe and features the popular game characters Leon S. Kennedy,
Ada Wong, the Red Queen and Dr. Wesker.
Exclusive to the Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray are deleted &
extended scenes, as well as six featurettes. “Maestro of

Evil: Directing Resident Evil: Retribution” features
Anderson discussing his return to the franchise as the
director of the film. “Resident Evil: Reunion” presents
original cast favorites, including Oded Fehr and Rodriguez. “Evolving Alice” highlights how Jovovich and
Anderson continually evolve Alice’s character to keep
her fresh after five movies (and counting). In “Design &
Build: The World of Resident Evil: Retribution,” the filmmakers take viewers through the process of recreating
the massive set and filming locations. “Resident Stuntman” features filmmakers and stunt coordinator Nick
Powell discussing some of the most exciting and intense
action sequences from the film. “Code: Mika” is centered around Japanese pop star Mika Nakashima, who
reprises her role as “J-Pop Girl” in RE5.
The Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray also come with an interactive map, “Project Alice: The Interactive Database,”
which allows users to investigate the living, the dead
and the undead of the Resident Evil universe. The Bluray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD all come with cast, director
and producer commentaries, as well as outtakes and
the featurette “Drop (Un)Dead: The Creatures,”
Find RESIDENT EVIL: RETRIBUTION on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/ResidentEvil3DUK

Competition Time
To win a copy of this movie then check out the comp
inside the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

Bestseller World War Z
available as unabridged audio-book!
Cult-Classic Zombie Horror Reaches UK as Audiobook In response to massive public demand, Audible.co.uk, the
UK’s leading provider of downloadable audiobooks, have recorded and released Max Brooks’ post-apocalyptic
horror novel, World War Z. The unabridged audiobook is available for the first time to listeners in the UK.
In World War Z, a virus-induced zombie plague is sweeping the Earth, and in each chapter, a different survivor,
from a different part of the globe, offers an oral history of events. The collection of individual accounts charts the
decade-long conflict. A professional cast of 17 brought the book to life, performing some 50 characters ranging
from a 12-year-old girl to an 87-year-old Japanese Sensei—and everything in between. The film adaptation of
the highly acclaimed book stars Brad Pitt and is due to be released in June 2013. The unabridged audio
download of World War Z is available only from www.audible.co.uk in the UK. The production augments Audible’s extensive fiction catalogue, which includes works by Stephen King, Douglas Adams, J.R.R. Tolkien and
George R.R. Martin. Audible UK has over 60,000 currently available titles.
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'Zombies Invasion Britain'
by Antony Stephens
An intriguing novel with, once again, a new look at the genre. The genre
contains lots of fiction but books such as this always seem to inject it with a
much needed freshness that follows new ideas….
It is the year 2250 and Stephen Williams finds himself in a Great Britain
overrun by zombies and whose green belt land has all been concreted over.
He is devoid of nearly all hope until he meets a nine-year-old girl called
Julie Mayberry and together they try to survive in a land where their fellow
humans are all but extinct. It is a struggle to the death against the zombies
whose relentless pursuit of Stephen and Julie leads them both to learn of the
final hypocrisy that lies beneath the betrayal of their country.
Born in Leicester in 1966, Antony Stephens studied English Literature and
French at college before going on to work in an office and an art gallery.
He has now turned to writing full-time.
This novel is available from
Amazon and other good
retailers and e-tailers &
more details can be found:
www.memoirsbooks.co.uk
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Last dead line for adam m...
Here it is, folks! The final book in the Dead series, Dead Line, in all its glory.
The world as we know it ended on October 7th 2011. There were few survivors as the
virus spread to the four corners of the earth. Those unfortunate enough to contract it
joined the hordes of flesh-eating undead. It wasn’t long before the dead outnumbered
the living a hundred to one. Shane and the rest of the survivors can’t live off the museum forever. The food is almost gone; madness is beginning to set in. It’s time to go
outside, to search for some kind of life, to survive as best they can for as long as possible. The frost has thawed… This is the end of the line.
Once again, the artwork was created by Chris Taggart, and I think you'll agree
that he's done another magnificent job. Dead Line will be released on March 1st
2013. Adam will be signing copies at Cardiff International Comic And Animation
Expo 2013.

http://www.adammillard.co.uk/
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YES, Its MIKE PEEL
Mike peel…. You know mike peel! You mean that bloke from
eastenders? No that’s mike reid. Mike peel!
you know the one that makes the zombies!
I first met Mike way back in 2007,
when we met at the Zombie Diaries
Zombie Walk in Leicester Square,
which was part of Frightfest, we chatted occasionally but this is the first time
he has stood still for long enough for us
to get info about him into the Zombie
Times.
Mike Peel is a freelance special effects artist and artistic
director of Rogue Creations SFX.
From an early age Mike grew up with a love of all
things fantasy, horror and sci-fi based having watched
Hammers’ Plague of the Zombies at the age of 6 there
was no other alternative than to end up working and
creating more modern day monsters and zombies.

tion of several zombie hordes for such films as The Zombie Diaries (1 & 2), The Zombie King (featuring Edward
Over the years Mike has worked for many of the top
Furlong and Corey Feldman) and Knight of the Dead.
effects companies in the UK with credits on The Descent, Over the years Mike has created
Harry Potter, V for Vendetta, Casino Royale, Evil Aliens a mass amount of zombies for
and many more.
all manner of feature, short and
commercial/promo events.
In 1996 Mike established rogue creations
Amongst the film work Mike
SFX which is based in
also writes an FX column for the
Buckinghamshire and UK magazine Shock Horror
has been involved in
Magazine Has been interviewed
creating all manner of and included in the Zombie
special effects, makebook Blood Splatter and is also
up and prosthetics,
tutor and teaches make-up efcreatures, props, mod- fects.
els and sets for the film,
TV and entertainment For more details about Mike and everything he has his
industry.
fingers in… then visit him online at...
Heavy to our work
load has been the crea-

http://www.roguecreationssfx.com/

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
13,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Make Monsters with

Zombie Make Up Artists

www.conzpiracy.co.uk

Need Zombies, then get in touch with these folks and tell
them to get their ‘Zombie On’ they make Undead to Order.

Make Horrible Things with Photoshop!
Commercial Artist and Photoshop Specialist,
Dean has been fortunate to work with tonnes
of great people in the UK and worldwide;
particularly event promoters, performing artists
and authors in the Horror genre. Commissioned
work has included book covers, comic book
covers, flyers for multi-arena events and a wide
selection of record sleeves. Aside from the music
angle he’s showcased his work in world-class
galleries and collaborated with a diverse range
of photographers and models.

Name: Katrina Demeanour
Based: Brighton, South-East, UK
Short Films: Plenty incl. Hospital Resurrection, House Party of
the Dead V, High Heels From Hell (various shorts), UltraVixens, Zombie Z
Zombies: WZD London, Zombiecon, Fright Fest 2009
Contact Via: totenengel@zombify.me
Website: www.zombify.me

Name: Paul Ewen
Based: London and all around the UK
Feature Films: Vampires of Bloody Island, The Hollow and
Horrorshow
Short Films: Many including Dead End and Houseparty of the
Dead V
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Frightfest 2007, Frightfest 2009,
Day of the Undead
Contact Via: zomboid2007-shuffle@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.flickr.com/photos/hoof666

Name: Gavin Pate aka Gav’n Gore
Based: Leicestershire, The Midlands, UK
Feature Films: Senior Make Up Artist & FX Creator for Zombie Undead, 2010
Short Films: ZU Trailer, 2008
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Day of the Undead 07-09, Resident Evil Ext.-Photoshoot, Frightfest 2007
Contact Via: cracrapain@yahoo.co.uk

Some of his knowledge and skills can be found
at SurrealPSD.com This is a Photoshop tutorial
website dedicated to the art of photo
manipulation. With a tight focus on creative
techniques, the site pays particular homage to
Horror, Sci-Fi and Fantasy themes; and aims to
provide guidance to Digital Artists of every
level.

Read more by following links...
http://www.surrealpsd.com/about/Z
http://www.conzpiracy.co.uk/

Name: Jayne Hyman
Based: Nottingham, East Midlands
Feature Films: Make-up Lead on 'Zombie Hood' (currently in
production)
Short Films: many, including 'Monday Moaning', 'The Wailing
Well', 'Vermes' and 'The Unwanted Visitor'
Zombies: Nottingham Zombie Walk, Download Festival zombie face-painting
Contact via: jaynehyman@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.facebook.com/pages/Jayne-Hyman-SFXProps-Creative-Services/205618286173465

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
13,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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This Issues Competitions !!!
To enter the competitions, send answers to the following questions to ed@terror4fun.com

Closing dates vary, so check our website!
Comp 1) Win a copy of ALL THREE Pride and Prejudice and Zombies Novels. 'Which publishers unleashed these
books upon the public?' Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘HAPPY BIRTHDAY ZOMBIES
Comp 2) Win a copy of The Very Hungry Zombie book. 'Who illustrated this amazing retro-esque book?'
us an email with the subject ‘THE VERY HUNGRY ZOMBIE’
Comp 3) Win a Bad Zombie Movie Book. 'Who is the author of this book?'
Send us an email with the subject ’BAD ZOMBIE MOVIE’
Comp 4) Win a copy of ‘Dan O’Bannons Guide to Screenplay Structure’ ‘Which Dan O’Bannon
screen play was remade starring Colin Farrel?’ Send an email with the subject ‘DAN O’BANNON’

Send
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Comp 5) Win a copy of Sean Mungers Zombies of Byzantium. ‘What is the modern day name for the city called
Byzantium?’ Send us an email with the subject ‘ZOMBIES OF BYZANTIUM’
Comp 6) Win the DeadBeats Graphic Novel. What is missing from the characters head on the cover of Self Made
Heroes book The Case of Charles Dexter Ward? Send us an email with the subject ‘ZOMBIES AND JAZZ, NICE’
Comp 7) Win copy of Resident Evil Retribution on Blu-Ray or DVD. 'Which actor plays Albert Wesker in the
movie?’ Send us an email with the subject ‘RES EVIL—RETRIBUTION’

!
Win
!!
Win
! !!
Win

Comp 8) Win the awesome Zombies Invasion Britain novel. Name the other horror book currently
available from Memoirs Books?’ Send us an email with the subject ‘ZOMBIES INVASION BRITAIN’

PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS IN SEPERATE EMAILS.
It helps us sort them out!!! T & C can be found on the Terror4fun website.

Wanna Win a pile of DVDs from Chemical Burn Entertainment?
1)

To win ‘Zombie Massacre: Army of the Dead’ tell us what the sniper in the trailer says he has
got? SEND US AN EMAIL TO US WITH THE SUBJECT ‘CHEMICAL BURN—ZOMBIE MASSACRE’
2) To win ‘Zombie Horror Fright Fest’ tell us what are the 1st two words spoken in the trailer? SEND
US AN EMAIL TO US WITH THE SUBJECT ‘CHEMICAL BURN—ZOMBIE HORROR FRIGHTFEST’
3) To win ‘Tales of the Dead’ tell what street the friends investigate in ‘Missing’? SEND US AN
EMAIL TO US WITH THE SUBJECT ‘CHEMICAL BURN—TALES OF THE DEAD’
4) To win ‘Scarlet Frys JunkFood HorrorFest’ tell us what tw bonus programs are on this DVD?
SEND US AN EMAIL TO US WITH THE SUBJECT ‘CHEMICAL BURN—SCARLET FRYS FEST’
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FREE to all Zombie Lovers

DVDs need the
(Chemical) Burn?
Chemical Burn Entertainment brings you the best Horror, Gore, Sexploitation, and Genre films from around the
globe. From Zombies and Vampires to Serial Killers and Psychos, Cannibals and Shape Shifters, to real documentaries about unspeakable subjects, Chemical Burn produces films that cross boundaries and destroy preconceived
notions with its remarkable diversity of shocking and provocative films from the US, Asia and Europe.
Zombie Massacre: Army of the Dead
The U.S. government unleashes a virus on a small town while attempting to perfect a biological
weapon which transforms the residents of a sleepy Maryland town into ravenous Zombies. A
handful of uninfected seek sanctuary to make a last stand against the undead. This shocker is
not for the squeamish, Zombie Massacre: Army of the Dead will rattle you to your core.
ZOMBIE HORROR FRIGHT FEST!
Zombie Horror Fright Fest includes but FOUR Gut Munching Zombie flicks
straight from the depths of HELL! Horror fans have never enjoyed SO MUCH Zombie Carnage
and Gore on one DVD. These award-winning Zombie Masterpieces contains gore galore! THE
DEFILED: WE ARE ALL MEAT, MELVIN, FAST ZOMBIES WITH GUNS & WOODS OF TERROR. BONUS FEATURES include two Zombie shorts "Rise of the Living Corpse" and "Fitness
Class Zombie." SIX HOURS OF ACTION PACKED, ZOMBIE GORE GALORE!
Tales of the Dead: Grim Stories of Curses, Horror and Gore
Five friends gather on Halloween telling horror stories. Each one telling a more sinister tale
than the next, unaware of the horror that awaits them on this all Hallows eve, these include
Less is More: May Walker desires to be an amputee to feel complete. Wolf Cry: Zack is obsessed with horror movies until he experiences something that profoundly changes him forever.
Penance: Detective Kleins career is in tatters until he is chosen by a sadistic serial killer to play.
Missing: Five friends investigating an ancient curse unleash an ancient dark force.
Scarlet Fry’s Junkfood Horrorfest
A drug dealer has made his last deal after he decides to hand a junkie serial killer some
bad junk. This junk is, in fact, a video tape entitled "Junkfood Horrorfest."
This anthology hosted by Scarlet Fry, features six twisted tales that kick off when the
junkie and her new found friend decide to watch the tape with tales that will turn your
stomach and send you crying for Mommy!
This special edition has two bonus programs, and more...

*WIN all of these featured DVDs, just check out the comp*
*Inside the back cover of this issue!!!*

Get your (bloody) ha
nds on these and ma
ny more titles at…
http://www.chemica
lburn.org/home.htm
l

